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There is something deeply compelling hearing familiar classics like Leonard Cohen’s “Hallelujah” or Chris Isaak’s “Wicked Game” 
reconfigured as ornately detailed orchestral pieces hinged on an electrifying three-part harmony. 
 
“It’s a show,” has been said to be the best way to describe ViVA Trio and their upcoming release ‘Nothing Else Matters’ — available 
October 20th, 2017. 
 
That phrase, so deceptively simple, does indeed manage to give justice to the head-spinning, heart-stopping magic of soprano Anna 
Bateman, mezzo-soprano Erin Fisher, and soprano and songwriter Katya Tchoubar. Crafted with a myriad of marquee composers, 
arrangers, orchsetrators, musicians, and even a children’s choir — a small army by any measure. 
 
“I have dreamt of creating something like this my whole professional singing career, says Tchoubar. “I view this album as my life’s 
legacy. We love every moment of every track.” 
 
“We have to connect with them emotionally,” Bateman adds regarding ViVA’s criteria for song selection. “Songs have to really lend 
themselves to the expanded range of classical voice. We also look for songs that have a sweeping, grand feel we think will sound great 
with orchestra.” 
 
“The journey of this album was quite dynamic and every track has a story,” Tchoubar says, reflecting on the Trio’s successful crowd-
funding bid to bring ‘Nothing Else Matters’ to release. “Now that it has come to fruition, it already feels like a success. I’m excited to 
travel the world and perform it live. To perform something of our own creation is a celebration.” 
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For booking and press inquiries, please contact ViVA directly, info below. 
 
Contact ViVA Trio 
 
Phone:    416.727.2143 
Email:      info@vivatrio.com 
Website:   www.ViVATrio.com 
 
Facebook:     ViVA Trio 
Twitter:        @ViVAtrio 
Youtube:      ViVA Trio 
Instagram:    vivatrio 
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